DISCOVERY OF A CRYPTIC SPECIES COMPLEX IN \textit{Gonatocerus morrilli}, A PRIMARY EGG PARASITOID OF THE GLASSY-WINGED SHARPSHOOTER
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ABSTRACT
We investigated the differentiation and reproductive isolation among different geographic populations of \textit{Gonatocerus morrilli}, an egg parasitoid of the glassy-winged sharpshooter (GWSS) (\textit{Homalodisca coagulata} Say) (Homoptera: Cicadellidae), to confirm previous observations that there may exist a cryptic species complex. Two mitochondrial genes [cytochrome oxidase subunits I (COI) and II (COII)] and the internal transcribed spacer region 2 (ITS2) of several individuals per population were sequenced. \textit{Gonatocerus morrilli} populations from Texas (TX), Florida (FL), California (CA), and an outgroup (\textit{G. ashmeadi}) were analyzed. For comparison, a population from Argentina identified as near \textit{G. morrilli} (=\textit{G. annulicornis}) was also included. For all three sequence fragments, percentage sequence divergence (%D) demonstrated that both the TX and FL populations (TX/FL) were closely related and therefore, determined to be the same species; in contrast, the %D between TX/FL and CA fell within the range of the outgroup, making the CA population a novel species (nov. sp. \textit{G. morrilli}). Neighbor-joining distance trees clustered the TX/FL and CA populations or species into two well supported distinctive clades. The \textit{G. morrilli} (nov. sp.) was more closely related to \textit{G. annulicornis} than to the TX/FL species. Mating studies demonstrated that the populations or species from CA and TX were reproductively incompatible, producing no female offspring in both direct and reciprocal crosses; whereas, the heterogamic crosses between TX and FL produced fertile offspring and relative compatibility indices similar to the homogamic crosses. These results are important to the PD/GWSS biological control program in California.

INTRODUCTION
Accurate identification of natural enemies is critical to the success of classical biological control programs, as it is essential for 1) selecting the most suitable natural enemy, 2) evaluating establishment, dispersal, and efficacy of natural enemies, and 3) improving mass production. Lack of proper identification procedures has affected several projects (Rosen 1977, Messing and Aliniaze 1988, Löhr et al. 1990, Narang et al. 1993, Miller and Rossman 1995, Schauff and LaSalle 1998, Gordh and Beardsley 1999, Unruh and Woolley 1999). Phylogenetics has become a widespread approach for delineating and identifying morphologically similar or cryptic species. Correct identification of the pest is also extremely important in biological control. Geographic populations of the same species may differ in relevant biological characteristics of importance to biological control. In addition, pin-pointing the native origin of an exotic pest is crucial for collection of natural enemies in the native range of the pest (Rosen 1977, Narang et al. 1993, Unruh and Woolley 1999, Brown 2004, Roderick 2004). We demonstrated that the GWSS that invaded CA is of TX origin, but more than one founding event occurred (de León et al. 2004a). Our data also showed that GWSS populations in the U. S. were genetically distinct, clustering into two main groups or clades, a ‘southeastern’ and a ‘southwestern and western’ clade. Similarly, molecular studies of \textit{Gonatocerus morrilli} Howard (Hymenoptera: Mymaridae) populations from CA and TX using inter-simple sequence repeat-polymerase chain reaction (ISSR-PCR) DNA fingerprinting and amplification of the internal transcribed spacer 2 region (ITS2) showed that these populations were highly differentiated (\(G_{ST} = 0.92\)) with restricted gene flow (de León et al. 2004b, de León et al. 2005). These results strongly suggested that \textit{G. morrilli} exists in nature as a cryptic species complex. Furthermore, the different sizes of the ITS2 amplification fragments between the geographic populations raised concerns over the reproductive compatibility of these populations and its implications in a biological control program.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the present study was to confirm whether \textit{G. morrilli} exists in nature as a cryptic species complex. We extended our previous observations (de Leon et al. 2004b) by implementing a phylogenetic approach by sequencing two mitochondrial genes [cytochrome oxidase subunit I and II genes (COI) and (COII)] and one ribosomal DNA spacer region fragment (ITS2). Reproductive compatibility studies were performed with populations of \textit{G. morrilli} from three origins: California, Florida, and Texas.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

ISSR-PCR DNA fingerprinting

Previously, we (de León et al. 2004b) determined that *G. morrilli* populations from TX and CA had different ISSR-PCR banding patterns, suggesting that these populations were reproductively isolated. In the present study a population from FL was included and we asked whether ISSR-PCR was a suitable method to predict the species status of this *G. morrilli* population. Figure 1 shows the results of this analysis where five randomly chosen field collected individuals per population from TX, CA, and FL were analyzed. The results showed that the population of *G. morrilli* from FL had the same ISSR-PCR banding pattern as the population from TX, whereas the CA population had a banding pattern that differed from TX and FL. Recently (de León et al. 2004, de León and Jones 2005) and in the current report, we observed a powerful correlation in DNA banding patterns and distinct species with the ISSR-PCR DNA fingerprinting method with Mymaridae egg parasitoids. The method has been used to distinguish about ten *Gonatocerus* egg parasitoid species (unpublished data). In the present study, based on ISSR-PCR banding patterns, we were able to predict the species status of the *G. morrilli* population from FL. The results demonstrated populations from FL and TX as distinct from the CA populations. Even though ISSR-PCR markers are scored as dominant, the ISSR-PCR technique using 5′-anchored or compound ISSR primers is still a very sensitive and useful technique because it targets random SSR or microsatellites (Zietkiewicz et al. 1994, de León and Jones 2004). An additional advantage is that the same ISSR primer can be rapidly applied across several different orders (e.g., insects, plants, fungi, bacteria) without prior knowledge of DNA sequences (de León, unpublished data), a capability not found with microsatellites. Banding patterns are consistent because the anchors serve to fix the annealing of the primer to a single position of the target site, thus resulting in a low level of slippage during amplification (Zietkiewicz et al. 1994, reviewed in Karp and Edwards 1997).

Sequence divergence in gene fragments (COI, COII, and ITS2) in *G. morrilli* geographic populations

Levels of genetic divergence in the gene fragments among populations were determined by calculating the pairwise estimates for genetic distance. Sequences were aligned with the program ClustalX and the neighbor-joining trees were reconstructed with the phylogenetic program PAUP 4.0. Dendrograms for the gene fragments are shown in Figures 2 (COI), 3 (COI), and 4 (ITS2). Trees display branch lengths (below branches, underlined) and bootstrap values (above branches) as a percentage of 1000 replications. For all three gene sequence fragments, percentage sequence divergence (%D) demonstrated that both the TX and FL populations (TX/FL) were closely related and therefore, determined to be the same species; in constrast, the %D between TX/FL and CA fell within the range of the outgroup, making the CA population a novel species (nov. sp. *G. morrilli*) (data not shown). Neighbor-joining distance trees clustered the TX/FL and CA populations or species into two well supported distinctive clades. The *G. morrilli* (nov. sp.) was more closely related to *G. annulicornis* than to the TX/FL species. Sequence data from the mitochondrial COI and COII partial genes and the ITS2 rDNA fragment indicate that the studied populations of *G. morrilli* contain two distinct evolutionary groups. Populations from TX and FL formed one well-supported clade, while populations from CA formed another well-supported clade. Variation between the two clades with all three genes was greater between clades than within them.

Reproductive compatibility studies

Mated *G. morrilli* females from the various crosses successfully parasitized eggs of *H. coagulata*, but the percentages varied significantly with treatment (*F* = 12.54, *df* = 5, 82, *P* < 0.0001). Nearly all *H. coagulata* eggs exposed were successfully parasitized in all the direct and reciprocal crosses, except for the ♀TX × ♂CA treatment for which only 65% of eggs were successfully parasitized (Figure 5a). The crosses ♀CA × ♂CA and ♂CA × ♀TX yielded the longest immature developmental period for males; the lowest periods were obtained for immatures ♀FL × ♂TX, ♀TX × ♂FL and ♀TX × ♂TX. Percentage of females produced varied significantly with treatment (*F* = 115.05, *df* = 5, 82, *P* < 0.0001). The sex ratios of *G. morrilli* progeny produced from the homogamic (♀CA × ♂CA and ♂TX × ♀TX) and the heterogamic (♀TX × ♂FL and ♀FL × ♂TX) crosses were female-biased and similar with > 70% of female offsprings (Fig 5b). In contrast, the heretogamic cross ♀CA × ♂TX and its reciprocal cross ♀TX × ♂CA did not produce any female progeny. Relative to their ♀TX × ♂TX homogamic cross, the relative compatibility indices (ratio between the proportion of females in heterogamic and homogamic cross) of ♀TX × ♂CA and ♀TX × ♂FL were 0 and 0.95, respectively. Similarly, the relative compatibility index of the ♀CA × ♂TX was 0. The immature developmental time of *G. morrilli* within eggs of *H. coagulata* significantly varied with treatment (*F* = 212.04, *df* = 5, 1018, *P* < 0.0001) but not with sex (*F* = 0.08, *df* = 1,1018, *P* = 0.78). For females, the longest immature developmental time was recorded for ♂CA × ♂CA, whereas no significant differences were recorded for the three crosses ♀FL × ♂TX, ♀TX × ♂FL and ♀TX × ♂TX (Fig. 5c).
Figure 5. Crossing studies
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